Eye on the World
April 9, 2022
This compilation of material for “Eye on the World” is presented as a service
to the Churches of God. The views stated in the material are those of the
writers or sources quoted by the writers, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the members of the Church of God Big Sandy. The following articles
were posted at churchofgodbigsandy.com for the weekend of April 9, 2022.
Compiled by Dave Havir
Luke 21:34-36—“But take heed to yourselves, lest your souls be weighed
down with self-indulgence, and drunkenness, or the anxieties of this life, and
that day come on you suddenly, like a falling trap; for it will come on all
dwellers on the face of the whole earth. But beware of slumbering; and every
moment pray that you may be fully strengthened to escape from all these
coming evils, and to take your stand in the presence of the Son of Man”
(Weymouth New Testament).
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines involve articles that are
considered international. The articles were not posted, but the headlines give
the essence of the story.
__________
Many billionaires in the world
An article by Rachael Bunyan titled “Number of Billionaires in the World
Drops to 2,668, but They’re Still Worth $12.7 Trillion, According to Forbes
2022 List: Rihanna Joins the Club, Peloton’s John Foley Drops Out and Elon
Musk Takes Top Slot” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
Comments about Russia and Ukraine war
An article by Andrew Mark Miller titled “Zelenskyy to Fox News: Ukraine
‘Will Not Accept Any Outcome’ Besides ‘Victory’ ” was posted at foxnews.com
on April 1, 2022.
An article by Tim Pearce titled “Russian Forces Abandon Chernobyl After
Radiation Exposure” was posted at dailywire.com on April 1, 2022.
An article by Peter Hitchens titled “The USA Wants This War, So It Can
Drive Russia Back to the Stone Age” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April
2, 2022.
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An article by Patrick Goodenough titled “In Historic 93-24 Vote, UN Suspends Russia From Human Rights Council” was posted at cnsnews.com on
April 7, 2022.
An article by Vasco Cotovio, Frederik Pleitgen, Byron Blunt and Daria
Markina titled “Russian Troops Leave Behind Trail of Dead Civilians, Flattened
Apartment Blocks and V Signs in Ukraine’s Borodyanka” was posted at
cnn.com on April 6, 2022.
A Reuters article by Sergiy Karazy titled “Borodyanka Razed: Ukraine’s
Zelenskiy Says Situation ‘More Dreadful’ Than Bucha” was posted at reuters.
com on April 8, 2022.
An article by Samantha Lock, Maanvi Singh, Joanna Walters, Leonie ChaoFung and Martin Belam titled “Ukraine Braces for a Renewed Russian Offensive
on Its Eastern Front” was posted at theguardian.com on April 8, 2022.
Comments about NATO
Looking back to March 2022, an article by Phil McCausland titled “Baltics
Fear NATO Membership Isn’t Sufficient to Protect Against Russia” was posted
at nbcnews.com on March 31, 2022.
An article by Sophia Ankel titled “Merkel Said She Stands by Her 2008
Decision to Block Ukraine’s NATO Bid After Zelenskyy Blamed Her for War
Atrocities” was posted at businessinsider.com on April 5, 2022.
An article by Huileng Tan titled “Germany Is Under Pressure to Ban Russian
Natural Gas, but Deutsche Bank’s CEO Says Cutting Supply Would Send
the Country Into a ‘Virtually Unavoidable’ Recession” was posted at
businessinsider.com on April 5, 2022.
An article by Kurt Zindulka titled “Czech Republic Becomes First NATO Country to Ship Tanks to Ukraine” was posted at breitbart.com on April 6, 2022.
Ukrainian and Russian refugees
An article by Joanna Kakissis titled “Krakow, Poland’s Second-Largest City, Strains
to Accommodate Ukrainian Refugees” was posted at npr.org on April 6, 2022.
An article by Francesca Street titled “Ukrainian Refugees Housed on a
Cruise Ship in Rotterdam” was posted at cnn.com on April 7, 2022.
Sanctions against Russia
An article by Staff titled “Putin May Collect $321 Billion Windfall If Oil and
Gas Keep Flowing” was posted at bloomberg.com on April 1, 2022.
An article by Jonathan Vanian titled “Vladimir Putin’s Office Is Relying on
Technology He Stifled for Years to Bypass the Sanctions He Brought on
Russia” was posted at fortune.com on April 4, 2022.
An article by Tierney Sneed titled “U.S Justice Department Unveils Charges Against Russian Oligarch for Sanctions Violations” was posted at cnn.com
on April 6, 2022.
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An article by Jared Malsin and Elvan Kivilcim titled “Russians Pour Money
Into Turkey” was posted at wsj.com on April 7, 2022.
A Reuters article by Alasdair Pal and Mohamed Junayd titled “[Republic of]
Maldives Shelters Sanctioned Russian Billionaires’ Yachts” was posted at
reuters.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Sydney Maki titled “Mocked as ‘Rubble’ by Biden, Russia’s
Ruble Roars Back” was posted at bloomberg.com on April 7, 2022.
Comments about Russia and China
An article titled “Don’t Underestimate Xi Jinping’s Bond With Vladimir Putin” was posted at economist.com on April 8, 2022.
Comments about China
A Reuters article by Martin Quin Pollard titled “China Warns U.S. Against House
Speaker Pelosi Visiting Taiwan” was posted at reuters.com on April 7, 2022.
Comments about Israel
An article by Yhuda Levi titled “Israel’s Political Crisis: Bennett Government
Coalition Loses Majority As Whip Idit Silman Resigns” was posted at dailywire.
com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Netanyahu Eyes Comeback as Bennett’s
Government Loses Majority” was posted at breitbart.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Anna Ahronheim and Tzvi Joffre titled “After Night-Long
Manhunt, Tel Aviv Terrorist Found, Killed by Security Forces” was posted at
jpost.com on April 7, 2022.
Comments about Iran
An article by Rob Crilly titled “Now Democrats Warn Biden That Giving Iran
a New Nuclear Deal Will Help Them ‘Pour Millions’ Into Terrorism That Could
End Up Killing Americans” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
An article by Omri Nahmias titled “Blinken Not Overly Optimistic With the
Prospects of Iran Nuclear Deal” was posted at jpost.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Staff titled “U.S. Military Chief [Mark Milley] Opposes Terror Delisting for Iran’s Quds Force” was posted at timesofisrael.com on April 7, 2022.
International covid news
An article by Cheryl Teh titled “Shanghai Is Flying Drones Over Districts to Tell
Citizens Under Lockdown to ‘Curb Your Soul’s Desire for Freedom’ and Comply
With Covid-19 Restrictions” was posted at businessinsider.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Yang Jie titled “Manufacturers Grind to a Halt in China as
Covid Lockdowns Expand” was posted at wsj.com on April 7, 2022.
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A Reuters article by Brenda Goh, Roxanne Liu and David Stanway titled
“Shanghai Widens Covid Testing as Other Chinese Cities Impose Curbs” was
posted at reuters.com on April 8, 2022.
An article by Rhoda Kwan titled “Desperation Amid Food Shortages in Shanghai
as Covid Lockdown Bites” was posted at theguardian.com on April 8, 2022.
An article by Joyu Wang titled “Shanghai to Open 50,000-Bed Makeshift
Hospital as Covid Infections Climb” was posted at wsj.com on April 8, 2022.
An article by Alyssa Chen and Miyasha Nulimaimaiti titled “Covid Outbreak
in Shanghai Has Dogs on Lockdown With Their Owners” was posted at nbcnews.
com on April 8, 2022.
International miscellaneous news
An article by Warner Todd Huston titled “British Trans Cyclist Blocked From
Women’s Championship After Female Racers Threatened Boycott” was posted at breitbart.com on April 4, 2022.
An article by Gabrielle Reyes titled “Nigeria: Sharia Court Sentences Atheist to 24 Years in Prison for Insulting Muhammad” was posted at breitbart.
com on April 7, 2022.
An article titled “The Electric Car Market [in Australia] Heats Up” was posted at dnyuz.com on April 8, 2022.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Oliver North and David Goetsche titled “Biden’s ‘New World
Order’ ” was posted at creators.com on April 5, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
On March 21, shortly before leaving for his NATO summit in Europe, President
Joe Biden told the Business Roundtable about “a new world order out there,
and we’ve got to lead it.” Unlike so many of Biden’s other jaw-dropping comments made before, during and after the summit, nobody raced to “clean up”
or “correct” this one. White House, State Department and Pentagon officials
and staffers tried to set the record straight about sending the 82nd Airborne
into Ukraine, regime change in Russia and an “in-kind” response if Russia
used chemical weapons against Ukraine, and other Biden gaffes.
Yet no Washington or media elites tried to “walk back” Biden’s “new world
order” comment. Why? Because far-left globalists have been pressing for a
new world order since 1940, when prolific British writer H.G. Wells published
his nonfiction work, “The New World Order.”
In it, Wells, author of “The War of The Worlds,” advocated a “collectivist,” scientifically planned, global government to protect “human rights.” Today, the
phrase “new world order” is code for a planet with no national boundaries,
where the Green New Deal is global policy and a utopian, socialist, one-world
government controls all.
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The world may indeed be moving toward a new world order, but it’s not the
one Biden and his fellow leftists envision. Because of our president’s ineptitude, weakness and feckless leadership, his new world order is one in which
the United States is the big loser and our adversaries become the big winners.
By allowing himself to be controlled, manipulated and scripted by the far left,
Biden’s new world order is one where the U.S. suffers spiraling inflation, undependable, unaffordable energy, second-class status on the world stage,
out-of-control crime, increasing racial discord, food shortages, supply chain
tie-ups and millions of immigrants illegally flooding our country.
In Biden’s new world order, our federal government will dictate whether
Americans must foreswear fossil fuels while our “elites” fly around in private
jets—without wearing masks. The Bidenistas apparently believe we will allow
the left to pack the Supreme Court, federalize voting laws, eliminate the electoral college and—lest we forget—replace traditional energy sources with
wind, solar and battery power. Do they really believe the eco-loons can control how hard the wind blows and how long the sun shines?
In the Biden new world order, the Peoples’ Republic of China will remain ascendent in economic and military power. Through its global Belt and Road Initiative,
the PRC will soon attain control over the world’s most precious mineral resources
and seize control over Taiwan’s invaluable scientific microchip production.
Despite the genocide being perpetrated by Russia in Ukraine, Moscow still
intends to use its fossil fuel to control Europe, facilitating a nuclear-armed
Iran in threatening Israel, our Euro-allies and our homeland while preventing
Ukraine from winning against Vladimir Putin. Biden’s pusillanimous vision of
a new world order should not be America’s future. We can still turn our country around before it goes over the cliff behind our bumbling, cognitively
impaired, ethically miasmic and timorous president. Preventing the Biden
administration’s dreams of a new world order from coming to fruition is still
possible, but it will require a “regime change” in Washington.
Conservative patriots must retake the House of Representatives and Senate in
November 2022 and the White House in 2024. But gaining power and exercising it decisively in America’s best interests are two different propositions.
Control of the House, Senate and White House must be exercised by strongwilled, determined patriots with the courage of Ukraine’s freedom fighters—men
and women who will stand up to biased media frauds who are lapdogs of the
left, Big Tech ideologues and embedded bureaucrats. Can we do it? Stay tuned.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Brownstone Research titled “It’s Happening: Global Elites Plotting to Destroy Americans’ Personal Wealth” was posted at breitbart.com on
April 6, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
As the world’s economy emerges from the crisis caused by the pandemic,
global elites have pushed for a “Great Reset.” Brownstone Research founder
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Jeff Brown spoke with Breitbart News Editor-in-Chief Alex Marlow about the
implications of this globalist vision for ordinary investors and how Brownstone
Research’s personalized “Great Reset Protection Plan” provides all the tools
investors need to protect themselves against these destructive market forces.
Though the pandemic has pushed talk of the Great Reset into broader political discourse, Brown explained that the idea is much older. The phrase originated with Klaus Schwab, the founder and chairman of the World Economic
Forum (WEF), in 2014. But, as Brown noted, “Philosophically, this has been
going on for thousands of years.”
“The powerful and the elites of the world have always tried to impose their
will and signal their virtue to society obviously at their own benefit, not the
benefit for the general population,” Brown said.
However, he noted that the pandemic has only accelerated this globalist
push, as governments and corporations have exercised unprecedented power
over individuals.
Brown framed the Great Reset as part of the trend of “woke capitalism,”
which he described as “the corporate version of virtue signaling.”
He explained that we can see the Great Reset in action in the corporate world’s embrace of ESG investing, which stands for “Environmental, Social, and Governance.”
“ESG is one the largest themes in the corporate world right now, as companies try
to rebrand themselves,” he said. “And it’s all about money and perception in the
sense that even large institutional funds on Wall Street are trying to reposition
themselves as being good, raising trillions of dollars of funds only to be invested in
ESG approved companies. And, of course, companies are excited to rebrand themselves so that they have access to that kind of capital and those types of investors.”
“From my perspective, a very perverse loop is happening right now that is
actually feeding into what those behind the Great Reset are trying to accomplish,” Brown added.
“What is their goal? What is the objective for some of these global elites?”
Marlow asked.
“Obviously it’s almost always about money and power,” Brown said. “By
imposing controls, they can impose and control the flow of capital into places
they see fit, not where we, as taxpayers or citizens, feel is appropriate. If you
control the flows of money, obviously you can benefit. They have the added
benefit in their eyes of being perceived to be doing good for the world and
the perception that they know better about what’s good for us and that
they’re steering things in the right direction.”
“But this will absolutely exacerbate the types of inequalities and problems
that we see around the world today, rather than solving them,” Brown cautioned. “And the Great Reset, of course, always leaves out one key point:
How is the world going to pay for all of these grand visions?”
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“Do you know the answer?” Marlow asked.
“They’re going to print a lot more money,” Brown answered. “And what that
means is the value of our dollars or our euros or our yen will be quickly devalued and depreciated over shorter periods of time.”
“I know that if folks go over to JeffBrownReset.com, you give them a comprehensive plan on how to deal with this in their personal life,” Marlow said.
“What can we be doing to guard against this on an individual basis?”
“My overarching goal is to help normal investors protect against these types of
things,” Brown explained. “We try to stack the deck in favor of normal people
and give them the same advantages, if not more, than the insiders on Wall
Street. And any time we’re living in these types of highly inflationary, very radical progressive monetary policy periods, things like fixed assets are important.”
“If we outpace inflation, then our real return on investments will be greater than
a government’s ability to devalue the currency,” he added. “So, what I really try
to convey to my subscribers are investing in ways that can do exactly that—that
can grow their assets at rates that are much faster than inflation.”
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Kurt Schlichter titled “Destroy Disney” was posted at townhall.
com on April 7, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
Nothing personal, but the Mouse must die. Oh wait, it is personal, especially for
people with little kids who this giant corporation has targeted at the behest of the
minority of blue-haired, nose-ringed strange-os in its employ. That Walt Disney is
likely turning over in his cryogenic chamber beneath the Disneyland Castle is
irrelevant. The man who created an American institution is gone, as is said
American institution. It’s now a global institution, and the America part is vastly
outweighed by the Chi Com component. We used to trust Disney to take care of
our kids, not take them over. Well, it made its choice, and it’s time to make ours.
The Republicans must figuratively post Mickey’s soon-to-be public domain
head on a pike. This is what happens to corporations that cross us.
And cross us Disney did. It did not have to stick Donald’s beak into Florida’s fight
to keep grooming perverts from messing with first graders’ heads. But stick it
did, mewling and howling about the unfairness of Ron DeSantis taking the bullseye off our little ones. It promised to use its power to change the law, not just
by advocacy but with contributions and veiled threats to pack up and go.
To which Ron the Avenger replied, “Pack your Schiff.”
DeSantis understands the use of power. He’s got it. Disney thought it did. But
what Disney really has is a vast array of special breaks that helped make it the
hulking monopolistic monstrosity that it is today. Look at Disney World in
Orlando, a zillion-dollar resort city made possible by a huge spate of special laws
that effectively make it a government unto itself. And look at the copyright laws—
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Mickey should have fallen out of protection decades ago, but the expiration of the
1920s cartoon rodent IP just kept being pushed back by Congress. It is now going
to be open season on Mickey in 2024 unless another extension gets granted.
It better not be.
Once, it was understandable, if a bit cronyish, that Disney got what it wanted
from various governmental entities. Disney was, well, Disney. Disney World
was a place Republican senators loved to take their grandkids to as much as
anyone else. And if expanding copyright periods let them keep Mickey in the
cage, sure. Disney was beloved. It was trusted. We all grew up on it.
And then Disney treated decades of trust like Pluto the dog treats a fire hydrant.
Disney used its power not for good but for evil. And, more specifically, to
screw with us normal people who don’t think sex pests should get free access
to school kids. And then threaten us with its power.
No.
Not even.
DeSantis should strip Disney of its special bequests in Florida. It’s not like
Disney can move its city elsewhere. Congress should laugh Disney’s lobbyists
out of the Capitol when they come begging for a new copyright dispensation.
And we should not be shy about letting Disney know why.
You screwed with us. Now you have to pay.
For too long, conservatives did the bidding of the big corporations. But until recently, the big corporations generally used their political power only to carve out special
breaks and deals. That was kind of obnoxious, but we were not the target.
Corporations rarely dared turn their power on us on social issues. That was the deal.
Then they broke the deal. They decided to take a side against us. Disney was
not alone. Now even Oreo is trying to sell us cookies with creamy woke filling. Unacceptable. Now they must pay.
Some conservatives cry out about the unfairness of the government acting against
a company for using its power to affect politics and the culture. But our power is
through the government and the politicians we elect. We are not morally obligated to be powerless in order to satisfy ideological stickler’s arbitrary dictates. Why
does Disney get to use its power, but we cannot? How is that right or fair?
Now, the arrangement before was that we would not use our political power
against companies, but also that companies like Disney would not use their
power against us. Disney changed the rules. Why are we somehow obligated
to pretend that never happened and that the old rules are still in effect?
Well, we aren’t. While David French might not like it, we are never going to
accept being told, “We are going to use our political and cultural power to
promote the sexualization of children, but you are morally foreclosed by using
the one tool you have to stop it.”
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Of course, we certainly encourage Disney to whine about how we are being
mean by responding to its attack on our kids, but only so we can laugh at it.
Disney picked this fight, and luckily we had Ron DeSantis instead of a Kristi
Noem or an Asa Hutchinson there to defend what is right against the
Chamber of Commerce contingent that never met a big corporation it didn’t
slobber over. The GOP needs to understand that big corporations have thrown
in their lot with the enemy and that the old rules that once held us back are
canceled, repealed, and kaput.
It is time to use our political power to deny those who side against us the
breaks and benefits that used to be available when the corporations were culturally neutral. Let them beg the Democrats—hell, they give Dems all their
money nowadays, so they might as well get something for it. And to those reticent about flexing our muscles, here’s the thing—the corporations taking aim
at our kids are getting off lucky. Ron DeSantis could be passing the “Informed
Resort Customer Information Act” requiring that any company cavorting with
the Chi Coms disclose in every theater and resort with big signs “XXXXX
Company does business with the genocidal communist Chinese regime.”
Come to think of it, he should do that too. And other corporations, take note.
Next November, the party of people you have been screwing with will have
majorities in both houses.
Hey, aren’t those old rules looking good right about now?
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Marco Rubio titled “Biden Adminstration Prioritizes Climate
Fantasies While Famine Threatens the World” was posted at thefederalist.com
on April 8, 2022. (“Joe Biden would seemingly rather virtue signal about climate change than act on the near-term implications of a potential global
famine.”) Following is the article.
__________
President Joe Biden says he is “working out” how to mitigate global food
shortages. But action speaks louder than words—and so does inaction.
Global food supply chain chaos has increased due to Vladimir Putin’s invasion
of Ukraine. Countries across the globe are scrambling to increase food production. However, America is not one of them, because President Joe Biden
would seemingly rather virtue signal about climate change than act on the
near-term implications of a global famine.
Ukraine is the breadbasket of Europe, with soil similar to that of the American
Midwest. It is one of the largest exporters of wheat and corn in the world.
Those exports were a lifeline for millions of people, including many who live in
“global crisis zones” and have no reliable agriculture of their own—until now.
The World Food Program warned Ukraine’s supply chain is “falling apart.”
Those problems will worsen if Ukrainians cannot plant crops this spring.
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On top of this, Putin threatened to restrict food sales from Russia—also one
of the world’s largest exporters—to only “friendly” countries. Understanding
the impending crisis, the European Commission has opened up conserved
agricultural land for cultivation and distributed $550 million to European
farmers to increase production.
Last week, I asked the Biden administration to take similar steps by opening
“approximately four million acres of high quality farmland” for production that
are currently held under the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP).
President Biden refused. As an explanation, his Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack told the National Grain and Feed Association that re-opening the farm
land would have “a significant and detrimental impact on producers’ efforts
to mitigate climate change.”
This is not the first time President Biden placed his environmentalist image above
common sense and human life. U.S. Climate Envoy John Kerry’s obsession with cutting a Green New Deal with Communist China caused him to overlook slave labor in
Xinjiang. Moreover, President Biden refuses to expand domestic energy production
because, in the words of Speaker Nancy Pelosi, additional domestic production
would be “upending our initiatives to save the planet from the climate crisis.”
At every turn, the Biden administration embraces climate fanaticism as a
means to enrich its favorite corporate donors and appeal to a small fringe of
the Democratic Party’s base, while empowering monsters like Xi Jinping,
Ayatollah Khamenei, and Nicolas Maduro—who have little regard for human
life, labor standards, or the environment. Administration insiders may think
their “out of sight, out of mind” approach is politically savvy, but their selfdelusion has real-world consequences.
Opening up four million acres of CRP lands to cultivation will not destroy the climate, but it may save lives. Now is not the time to “monitor the crisis” in
Ukraine—now is the time to harness America’s vast resources to fend off a global famine. Biden needs to rethink his priorities, and fast. There is no time to lose.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Jack Hellner titled “I Agree With Scientists and Journalists That
Damaging Cold Weather Is Caused by Climate Change” was posted at
americanthinker.com on April 8, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
Scientific data shows that the climate has consistently and naturally changed
for billions of years, so yes, when we have late damaging frosts, they are
caused by natural climate change. I hope a lot of money and time wasn’t
wasted in coming to this logical conclusion.
Late frost ices over French vineyards, threatens fruit crops: “French
vintners are lighting candles to thaw their grapevines to save them from a
late frost following a mild winter. The frost is particularly frustrating after a
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similar phenomenon hit French vineyards last year, leading to some 2 billion
euros ($2.4 billion) in losses. Scientists later found that the damaging 2021
frost was made more likely by climate change.”
What didn’t cause late frosts is warming, supposedly caused by fossil fuel
usage, rising CO2, humans, methane, cars and so many other things that the
media, scientists, and others say we must stop using. It is a simple concept
that fossil fuels and humans can’t cause both warming and cooling.
Throughout history, we have had warming periods and cooling periods. We have had
floods and droughts. Storm activity has also fluctuated throughout billions of years.
It is easy to determine the root cause of all the illegal and criminal activity at
the border. The root cause is clearly the leftist open border policies.
It is much harder to determine the root causes of climate change since the climate has fluctuated with both up and down temperatures the last 150 years
while all the variables that supposedly cause warming have all been rising. It
appears that the passage of time is the best explanation for climate change.
Why do journalists and others continually lie to the public that the current
droughts and floods are worse than ever when that is demonstrably false. It
is clearly to indoctrinate people into submitting to government policies which
will destroy our quality of life and the economy as a whole.
California drought: Past dry periods have lasted more than 200 years,
scientists say: “The two most severe megadroughts make the Dust Bowl of the
1930s look tame: a 240-year-long drought that started in 850 and, 50 years
after the conclusion of that one, another that stretched at least 180 years.”
Three of the deadliest floods were in the Netherlands in 1212, 1287, and
1530. I believe that is before oil, coal, methane, and other variables could
have caused them.
If fossil fuels cause warming, they can’t also cause cooling. Maybe five-toeight-year-olds should be taught that instead of having to listen to anyone,
other than their parents, talk about sexual orientation. Maybe they should be
taught math, science, English and reading instead of being indoctrinated with
so many destructive things. Children and others certainly should not be
indoctrinated that the science is settled that humans and fossil fuels are
destroying the planet. There is zero scientific data from the last 150 years
that directly links temperatures to fossil fuels or the population.
Fossil fuels and humans didn’t cause the damaging late frosts in France any
more than they caused the record cold in Antarctica in 2021, or the record
snows in Sierra Nevada in December of 2021.
The two coldest winters on record in Antarctica are 2004, and 2021, while the UN
and others continually tell the public that record warmth is destroying the planet.
Antarctica’s last 6 months were the coldest on record: “ ‘For the polar
darkness period, from April through September, the average temperature was
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–60.9 degrees Celsius (–77.6 degrees Fahrenheit), a record for those months,’
the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) said. For the entire Antarctic
continent, the winter of 2021 was the second-coldest on record, with the ‘temperature for June, July, and August 3.4 degrees Celsius (6.1 degrees Fahrenheit)
lower than the 1981 to 2010 average at –62.9 degrees Celsius (–81.2 degrees
Fahrenheit),’ according to a new report from the NSIDC. ‘This is the second-coldest winter (June-July-August months) on record, behind only 2004 in the 60year weather record at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station,’ the NSIDC said.”
California’s Sierra Nevada Sets All-Time December Snow Record: “Despite claims of drought, they have smashed the previous record of 179 of snow in
December set in 1970! This is the announcement from the Sierra Snow Lab on
January 1st: ‘One last inch fell over the last 24 hours (prior to 4pm yesterday).
The record for our snowiest December on record at the lab is now 214’ (544 cm).”
Isn’t it time that the media did their jobs: asked questions, and did research
instead of spending so much time indoctrinating the public with destructive
leftist policies which are clearly destroying America?
The indoctrination is endless whether on climate change, systemic racism,
Russian collusion, crime, the border or pretending that Joe Biden isn’t
involved in massive corruption.
The reason people who tell the truth that the climate has always changed
cyclically and naturally are called climate change deniers, anti-science, and
stupid is to silence them and destroy them in the minds of the public.
Climate change fearmongers like the UN, journalists, scientists, Hollywood,
politicians, and bureaucrats can’t allow debate because they would get their
clock cleaned with one question: Where is the scientific data that shows a
direct link between the human population, fossil fuels and temperatures?
There is none. If there is no correlation, there can be no causation.
The founding fathers gave the media great power in the First Amendment to hold
the powerful to account, not to protect them and campaign for them and certainly not to intentionally mislead the public to promote policies they support.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Larry Elder titled “Media Collusion of Hunter Biden/Joe Biden Bombshell
Story” was posted at townhall.com on April 7, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
About three weeks before the 2020 election, the New York Post published a
bombshell, election-changing story about presidential candidate Joe Biden’s
son, Hunter, that, if true, derailed Joe Biden’s claim to know nothing about
his son’s multimillion-dollar influence peddling.
The Post claimed: “Hunter Biden introduced his father, then-Vice President Joe
Biden, to a top executive at a Ukrainian energy firm less than a year before the
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elder Biden pressured government officials in Ukraine into firing a prosecutor
who was investigating the company, according to emails obtained by The Post.
“The never-before-revealed meeting is mentioned in a message of appreciation that Vadym Pozharskyi, an adviser to the board of Burisma, allegedly
sent Hunter Biden on April 17, 2015, about a year after Hunter joined the
Burisma board at a reported salary of up to $50,000 a month . . .
“The blockbuster correspondence—which flies in the face of Joe Biden’s claim
that he’s ‘never spoken to my son about his overseas business dealings’—is
contained in a massive trove of data recovered from a laptop computer.
“The computer was dropped off at a repair shop in Biden’s home state of
Delaware in April 2019, according to the store’s owner.”
The pro-Democrat/anti-Republican/anti-Trump media promptly sprang into
attack mode.
From the New York Times to The Washington Post to CNN to The Hill to
Politico, among others, the media dismissed the story as “Russian disinformation.” The Hill wrote: “More than 50 former intelligence officials said emails
alleged to have been found on a laptop belonging to Hunter Biden show signs
of a Russian disinformation operation.”
The statement of the 50-plus intelligence officials read: “We want to emphasize
that we do not know if the emails, provided to the New York Post by President
Trump’s personal attorney Rudy Giuliani, are genuine or not and that we do not
have evidence of Russian involvement—just that our experience makes us deeply
suspicious that the Russian government played a significant role in this case.”
CNN’s Brian Stelter said on his TV show: “Let’s get back to the new season’s
storyline. Let’s break down how this all happened. Because it was launched, as
I showed you, by the New York Post, and then promoted by another Murdoch
media property, which of course is Fox News. You worry about Trump’s corruption and Fox says, ‘What about Biden?’ Every hour of the day. So Fox is a
producer of this serialized drama, but there are big questions about who might
have created this show. And that’s what’s probably most important here.”
Twitter, when the story broke, took down two of the Post’s stories about Hunter
and the laptop and blocked users from posting pictures of the emails or links to
New York Post stories, preventing the Post from distributing it on that platform,
dramatically reducing the number of people who would and could learn about the
bombshell allegation. Facebook suspended distribution of the story over “signals”
that the story is false and said that its “fact-checkers” were examining it.
Now, some 17 months later, The New York Times, among other media outlets,
admits the Hunter Biden/New York Post story is true. And the emails suggest
that not only did Joe Biden know about his son’s influence peddling, but that Joe
Biden might have financially benefited. For example, in one email Hunter talks
about “10 percent for the big guy.” The “big guy” likely refers to father Joe.
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This is a small consolation to former President Donald Trump and the 16% of Joe
Biden voters who, according to a Media Research Center poll, claim that had they
known about the Hunter Biden story, they would not have voted for Joe Biden.
Worse, after the authentication of the Hunter Biden laptop story, one of the
50 former intelligence officials who wrote the “Russian disinformation” letter
now says, in essence, “So what? Trump lost.” John Sipher, who retired after
a 28-year career with the CIA, in response to a commenter tweeted: “I lost
the election for Trump? Well, then I (feel) pretty good about my influence.”
Stunning.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Looking back to May 2021, an article by Allum Bokhari titled “ ‘Recipe for
Mischief’: FCC Commissioner [Nathan Simington], President Trump’s Big Tech
Expert Slam JCPA [Journalism Competition and Preservation Act]” was posted at breitbart.com on May 17, 2021. Following is the article.
__________
The law professor who led President Trump’s efforts to tame the tech giants,
and current Republican FCC commissioner Nathan Simington, have warned lawmakers that the Journalism Competition and Preservation Act (JCPA), in its current form, is a gift to Big Media and could undermine independent journalism.
The JCPA allows media companies an antitrust exemption to form cartels, for the
sole purpose of negotiating with the tech companies that can make or break a
media company’s fortunes. This author has criticized the bill in detail here.
Adam Candeub, a tenured law professor who led President Trump’s efforts to
change the rules around Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act,
and FCC commissioner Nathan Simington are both considered experts on the
topic of communications and media law.
In comments to Breitbart News, both men expressed alarm that the bill has
been presented to members of congress as a means to protect independent
journalism, arguing that it will instead benefit multi-billion dollar organizations
like CNN and the New York Times, to the detriment of independent competitors.
In conversations with Breitbart News Candeub and Simington made a series
of dire warnings about the bill.
The bill risks creating an “elite cartel” of a few big media companies who
negotiate favorable terms with Silicon Valley tech giants while excluding
smaller competitors.
The bill includes a loophole permitting media companies to exclude competitors that are not “similarly situated” to them from the benefits of deals
with the tech giants.
Commissioner Simington warned that vaguely defined terminology in the
bill risks the creation of uniform editorial standards across the news industry
that small news operations are unable to meet.
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Far from protecting local and independent journalism, the bill could accelerate the consolidation of media into a few big companies that collude with
tech giants to suppress smaller competitors.
Prof. Candeub said: “The bill addresses a real policy concern: the underproduction
of local news and elimination of diverse press voices given Big Tech’s ability to
extract the advertiser revenue that newspapers once enjoyed. Unfortunately, the
bill as it stands risks creating another, worse problem: an elite cartel of a few media
companies colluding with Big Tech to silence everyone else. The failure of the the
law to make negotiated licensing terms available to all news content creators as
well as the lack of transparency for licensing terms is a recipe for mischief.”
Commissioner Simington echoed Candeub’s point that while the protection of
a free and diverse press is important, the bill could actually harm that goal,
by strengthening large, well-funded media organizations to the detriment of
smaller competitors. Simington warned that the bill’s beneficiaries are likely
to be the “biggest, best-funded national journalism content creators,” with
independent voices locked out.
He said: “Local journalism is a fundamental democratic institution, and I have
been engaged with promoting local journalism since the beginning of my term on
the Commission. The public consistently reports higher trust in local journalism
than any other form of news. I have been speaking with local broadcast journalists and was astonished by their sense of mission, community involvement, and
tenacious service in the face of natural disasters. However, one difficult headwind
facing local journalists is the consolidation of national journalism. If the practical
effect of the Journalism Competition and Preservation Act is to strengthen national journalism, I am concerned that it will undermine local journalism—both in its
independence of voice and its community engagement. I worry that negotiations
permitted under this bill would be dominated by the interests of the biggest, bestfunded national journalism content creators. Without a mechanism to prevent this,
the bill will effectively give such creators the ability to negotiate on behalf of an
industry that they do not truly represent. I would love more clarity on what counts
as ‘similarly situated,’ what constitutes a ‘digital news organization,’ and ‘terms
that would be available.’ For example, if a local newspaper has inferior economies
of scale to a national one, commercial terms with bulk rates per click are worse
for the local newspaper, while commercial terms with a lump sum per piece of content are worse for the national newspaper. If these terms are available to both,
but negotiated by the national newspaper, they will actively harm the local one.
Are these two newspapers ‘similarly situated?’ This might become a question for
the courts. Another possibility is that such terms may also include standards for
sourcing, perhaps in the name of combatting misinformation, that reduce local
editorial independence or that cannot be met at all by smaller operations. Without
greater clarity, it is easy to imagine a parade of horribles. Regardless of one’s position on the workability of the JCPA and the challenges it presents for univocal
negotiation in the print journalism sector, I would note that broadcast journalism
can be just as strongly benefited by far less extraordinary regulatory relief.”
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In addition to the warnings of Simington and Candeub, the bill also specifically
carves out an antitrust exemption for negotiations that relate to “quality, accuracy, attribution or branding, and interoperability of news.” This further supports
Simington’s point that media companies might aim at the creation of a uniform
notion of “quality” across the news industry that locks out small competitors.
That media companies will also be able to negotiate on the basis of “branding” also creates the opportunity for media companies to argue, as the New
York Times has done, that they are less of a brand risk to digital advertisers
than their competitors in the independent media, adding another justification
to exclude competitors from the benefits of deals with Silicon Valley.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
An article by Allum Bokhari titled “Big Media Lobbyists Try to Save JCPA
[Journalism Competition and Preservation Act] With Sham Amendment” was
posted at breitbart.com on April 7, 2022. Following is the article.
__________
Big media companies are making another attempt to pass the Journalism
Competition and Preservation Act (JCPA), a bill that would protect them from
online competition, propping up legacy media in the face of widespread public distrust and a failing business model.
According to an exclusive story published by News Corp’s Wall Street Journal
(News Corp has been a major backer of this legislation, and similar efforts
around the world), the new version of the JCPA would give an even bigger
advantage to legacy media companies, giving them an antitrust exemption
for ten years instead of the four years of the original bill.
Publishers would be given the legal authority to form a cartel, usually illegal
under antitrust law, to collectively bargain with Silicon Valley tech giants for
financial handouts and special treatment, such as prioritization in search
results, news feeds, and other core features.
The amended bill would also force Big Tech to come to terms with Big Media,
by imposing an arbitration process on them. If Big Tech companies cannot
voluntarily make a deal to favor discredited Big Media companies, an arbitrator will force one upon them.
The likely losers of the bill are the new generation of independent journalists
and content creators on Substack, YouTube, Twitch, and other platforms, creators that younger demographics increasingly turn to as trust in the legacy
media fades. As they are not traditional media companies, this new generation of media creators would likely be excluded from the benefits of the bill.
The previous version of the bill excluded any media creator that is not “similarly situated” to other members of the cartel, which certainly would have
excluded the legacy media’s new online competitors.
There is no indication in the Wall Street Journal’s report that this has changed.
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Multiple Republican legislators including GOP leader Rep. Kevin McCarthy (RCA), Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL), Sen. Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) and Sen. Tom
Cotton (R-AR) have all denounced the JCPA, warning that it is a handout to
discredited media companies that also deepens their collusion with Big Tech.
Experts including FCC Commissioner Nathan Simington, President Trump’s
Big Tech expert Prof. Adam Candeub, and former federal antitrust enforcer
Dr. Daniel Francis have all warned that the legislation is misguided.
The Wall Street Journal points to a new amendment, which restricts the bill’s
protections to media companies with fewer than 1,500 employees, as evidence that the amended bill is not simply a bailout for the world’s largest and
richest media companies.
This is incorrect. Many wealthy and influential national media brands, including
MSNBC and the Washington Post, already have fewer than 1,500 employees.
Moreover, it would be trivial for companies with more than 1,500 employees,
including the Wall Street Journal, to use corporate restructuring to split divisions
into separate companies, allowing them to benefit from the bill’s protections.
Restructuring to avoid antitrust law is common in the corporate world. For
example, Google—which owns YouTube—restructured into Alphabet, of which
Google and YouTube are now, technically, mere subsidiaries.
There is no indication in the Wall Street Journal that the 1,500 employee cap
will address this. There are many large media conglomerates, including News
Corp, Disney, Hearst, and others that own multiple news companies with
1,500 employees or fewer.
Nothing in the Wall Street Journal’s report indicates that these giant parent
companies (some of which are worth billions of dollars) or their subsidiaries
will be excluded by the cap.
In other words, the bill still looks like corporate welfare for some of the
world’s least trusted brands.
It also comes at a time when Big Tech companies are voluntarily giving huge
sums of money to legacy media companies.
Last year, it was reported that Facebook is paying massive “licensing fees” to
news publishers totaling $1.6 billion. Google has been pouring hundreds of
millions of dollars into news companies for years, including a recent deal
worth tens of millions of dollars for access to News Corp content.
Big Tech favors Big Media in other ways, including censoring its competition
and artificially promoting them to users. In 2018, Breitbart News released a
leak from YouTube showing how the video platform rigs its search results to
favor legacy media.
Despite this favoritism and the handouts they already receive, big media companies continue to push for the JCPA, and for similar laws around the world.
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Media lobbyists persuaded the government of Australia to pass laws forcing
tech companies to give them handouts, and similar legislation has now been
proposed in Canada.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Eye on the World” comment: The following headlines are about articles that
involve the United States. The articles were not posted, but the headlines
give the essence of the story.
__________
Comments about rich getting richer
An article by Staff titled “[Radio Host Dan] Bongino Asks If the U.S. Is
Turning Into an Oligarchy” was posted at foxnews.com on April 2, 2022.
Comments about abortion
Looking back to March 2022, a press release titled “Governor Newsom
Signs Legislation to Eliminate Out-of-Pocket Costs for Abortion Services” was
posted at gov.ca.gov on March 22, 2022.
An article by Penny Starr titled “Doctors Using Telemedicine to Prescribe
Abortion Pills Across U.S.; Lawmakers Working to Stop Them” was posted at
breitbart.com on April 5, 2022.
An article by Katherine Hamilton titled “Oklahoma Legislature Passes NearTotal Abortion Ban” was posted at breitbart.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by James Brooks titled “Alaska House Votes to Defund Medicaid
Abortion Services Despite Court Rulings Requiring It” was posted at adn.com
(Anchorage Daily News) on April 6, 2022.
An article by Kate Sullivan titled “Michigan Governor [Gretchen Whitmer]
Files Lawsuit to Fight ‘Real and Present Danger’ to Abortion Access in Her
State” was posted at cnn.com on April 7, 2022.
Politicians, media and big-tech lied about Biden family
An article by Ian Hanchett titled “[Andrew] Yang: Seems Like Hunter
Laptop Story Was ‘Buried Because of the Timing’ and Media Didn’t ‘Want That
Out in the Mainstream’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on April 1, 2022.
An article by Matt McNulty titled “Bill Maher Slams the Left-Wing Media for
‘Burying the Hunter Biden Laptop Scandal Because It Wasn’t Part of Their
Narrative’ and Says It Shouldn’t Have Taken More Than a Year for NYT and
WaPo to ‘Verify’ Initial Report” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 2, 2022.
An article by Jeffrey Lord titled “The Media’s Hunter Biden Embarrassment
Continues” was posted at newsbusters.org on April 2, 2022.
An article by Trent Baker titled “Ron Johnson on Hunter Biden Laptop: ‘Media’s
Being Caught in a Cover-Up’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on April 3, 2022.
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An article by Wendell Husebo titled “Establishment Media Ignore Alleged
Payouts to Biden Family, Detailed in Hunter’s Texts” was posted at breitbart.
com on April 4, 2022.
An article by Jack Murphy titled “Eric Trump: ‘I’d Be in Jail’ If I Did ‘1/100
of What Hunter Biden Did’ ” was posted at neonnettle.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Glenn Kessler titled “Unraveling the Tale of Hunter Biden and
$3.5 Million From Russia” was posted at washingtonpost.com on April 8, 2022.
Comments about Hunter Biden and family
An article by Tim Pearce titled “White House ‘Stands By’ Claim That Hunter
Biden Did Not Profit Off Chinese Business Deals; Documents Show His
Companies Made Millions” was posted at dailywire.com on April 1, 2022.
An article by Matt Vespa titled “Ex-Prosecutor: Hunter Biden Would Have
Slapped With an Indictment If It Weren’t for His Last Name” was posted at
townhall.com on April 1, 2022.
An article by Peter Weber titled “Secret Service Is Renting $30,000-aMonth Malibu Mansion to Protect Hunter Biden, ABC News Reports” was posted at theweek.com on April 4, 2022.
An article by Wendell Husebo titled “Joe Biden Struggles With Anger Issues
Especially When Questioned About Family Corruption” was posted at
breitbart.com on April 4, 2022.
An article by Charlie Spiering titled “White House Ignores Calls for a Special Counsel Investigation of Hunter Biden” was posted at breitbart.com on
April 5, 2022.
An article by Wendell Husebo titled “Report: U.S. Banks Flagged Over 150
Suspicious Financial Transactions From Biden Family” was posted at breitbart.
com on April 7, 2022.
Senate confirms Judge Jackson
An article by Mary Clare Jalonick and Mark Sherman titled “[Judge]
Jackson Confirmed as First Black Female High Court Justice [With a 53-47
Margin As Three Republican (Susan Collins, Lisa Murkowski and Mitt Romney)
Voted With the Democrats]” was posted at apnews.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Staff titled “[Ted] Cruz on Judge Jackson: ‘She Will Prove to
Be the Furthest Left of Any Justice to Have Ever Served’ ” was posted at
cnsnews.com on April 7, 2022.
Comments about government and corporate censorship
An article by Tim Pearce titled “YouTube Pulls RNC Interview With Donald
Trump Over ‘Misinformation’ ” was posted at dailywire.com on April 1, 2022.
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An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Tucker Carlson, Charlie Kirk, Babylon
Bee Still Locked Out of Twitter” was posted at breitbart.com on April 5, 2022.
An article by Tim O’Brien titled “Elon Musk Throws Down the Gauntlet on
Twitter” was posted at americanthinker.com on April 6, 2022.
Comments about free speech
An article by Melissa Koenig titled “Woke Yale Students Announce Plans to
Protest Talk by GOP Senator Ted Cruz and Whine That He ‘Shouldn’t Be Given
a Platform’ Three Weeks After They Threatened Violence Against Female Conservative Speaker” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
Orchestrated reset—about the economy, not climate
Looking back to July 2019, an article by Adam Shaw titled “AOC’s Top Aide
Admits Green New Deal About the Economy, Not Climate” was posted at
foxnews.com on July 12, 2019.
Comments about climate warriors
An article by Eduardo Cuevas titled “New York Passed One of the Nation’s
Most Ambitious Climate Laws [Zero-Emissions in Power Sector by 2040]” was
posted at lohud.com on April 1, 2022.
An article by James P. Pinkerton titled “Green First, America Second—
Biden’s Green Actions Speak Louder Than His Words” was posted at breitbart.com
on April 2, 2022.
Fossil fuel—Biden’s plan from day 1
Looking back to March 2022, an article by Staff titled “[Journalist Dan]
Bongino: Destruction of U.S. Fossil Fuel Has Been Biden Administration’s ‘Energy
Suicide Plan’ Since Day 1” was posted at foxnews.com on March 12, 2022.
Looking back to March 2022, an article by Thomas Phippen titled “Biden Keeping
His Promise to ‘End Fossil Fuel’ Increased Gas Prices, RSC [Republican Study
Committee] Memo Shows” was posted at foxbusiness.com on March 28, 2022.
Fossil fuel—denying America energy independence
An article by Jacob Bliss titled “House Democrats Block Consideration of
American Energy Independence From Russia Act for 5th Time” was posted at
breitbart.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Tristan Justice titled “Without New Uranium Mines, U.S.
Runs Risk of European-Style Reliance on Russian Energy” was posted at
thefederalist.com on April 8, 2022.
Comments about electric vehicles
An article by Steven Loveday titled “Biden Officials Meet With Musk, Barra,
Farley and Others About EVs” was posted at insideevs.com on April 7, 2022.
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A Reuters article by David Shepardson titled “Biden Administration, Auto
Leaders Want ‘Seamless’ EV Charging Station Use” was posted at reuters.
com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Simon Alvarez titled “Apple Veteran Launches Fleet Management
Platform for Teslas and All Other EVs” was posted at teslarati.com on April 7, 2022.
Inflation
An article by John Carney titled “Consumer Debt Explodes Higher Under Pressure
From 40 Year High Inflation” was posted at breitbart.com on April 7, 2022.
Build back better revival plan
An article by Jacob Bliss titled “Report: Kyrsten Sinema Kills Biden’s Build
Back Better Revival Plan” was posted at breitbart.com on April 6, 2022.
Government taxation
An article by Brian C. Joondeph titled “Biden’s Wealth Tax—Class Envy Hiding
Economic Malpractice” was posted at americanthinker.com on April 4, 2022.
An article by Preston Brashers titled “Don’t Be Fooled by Biden’s ‘Only
Taxing the Rich’ Claims” was posted at cnsnews.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by John Kartch titled “IRS Chief: 53% of Agents Work From Home
Full Time” was posted at atr.org (Americans for Tax Reform) on April 7, 2022.
Finances
An article by Tristan Bove titled “The Chip Shortage Comes Home to Roost: Ford
Suspends Operations at a Major U.S. Plant [Near Detroit] as the Shortage
Continues to Batter the Auto Industry” was posted at fortune.com on April 1, 2022.
An article by Aine Cain and Grace Kay titled “Walmart Is Offering Truckers a
Starting Salary Between $95,000 to $110,000 a Year as Retailers Scramble to Shore
Up Supply-Chain Capabilities” was posted at businessinsider.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Nicole Winfield titled “Food Prices Soar to Record Levels on
Ukraine War Disruptions” was posted at apnews.com on April 8, 2022.
Illegal immigration
An article by Dale Wilcox titled “Joe Biden’s Hidden Amnesty Is Already
Underway” was posted at americanthinker.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Bob Price titled “Texas Governor Orders Buses to Transport
Released Migrants to D.C.” was posted at breitbart.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Bob Price titled “Gov. Abbott: Texas Military to Begin Mass
Migration Response Drills” was posted at breitbart.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Jordan Boyd titled “No Matter If Title 42 Stays or Goes, a Massive
Migrant Influx Is Coming” was posted at thefederalist.com on April 8, 2022.
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Truth about immigration and voting
Looking back to July 2021, an article by Julio Rosas titled “There It Is: NYT OpEd [by Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Gives the Game Away by Wanting to Let NonCitizens to Vote in U.S. Elections” was posted at townhall.com on July 29, 2021.
Looking back to July 2021, an article by Rebecca Downs titled “NYT Guest Essay
Opinion Piece [Alossa Araxia Abrahamian] Claims ‘There Is No Good Reason You
Should Have to Be a Citizen to Vote’ ” was posted at townhall.com on July 31, 2021.
Comments about election news
An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “Defeated Hungarian Opposition Complains
About Vote-by-Mail Without Voter ID” was posted at breitbart.com on April 4, 2022.
A Reuters article by Nathan Layne and Jason Lange titled “Republican
Registrations Surge in Pennsylvania in Warning Sign for Democrats” was
posted at reuters.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Shawn Fleetwood titled “Court: Pennsylvania Must Release
Records on Non-Citizens Voting in Elections” was posted at thefederalist.com
on April 8, 2022.
Comments about defunding the police
Looking back to June 2020, an article by Paige Fernandez titled “Defunding
the Police Will Actually Make Us Safer” was posted at aclu.org on June 11, 2020.
Looking back to March 2022, an article by Staff titled “Biden’s [Recent]
Pro-Police Talk Doesn’t Change His Anti-Cop Walk” was posted at nypost.com
on March 6, 2022.
An article by Joe Schoffstall titled “Soros Family Quietly Bankrolls Committees Supporting ‘Defund the Police’ Candidates” was posted at foxnews.
com on April 8, 2022.
Comments about excessive violent crime
An article by Keith Griffith titled “ ‘New Yorkers Deserve to Be Free of Fear’:
NYPD’s Top Cop Slams Lax Bail Laws That ‘Give Criminals the Perception That
There’s No Consequence to Their Crimes’—As It Surges by a Shocking 44%”
was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
An article by Nick Gilbertson titled “Crime Jumps 36.5 Percent in New York
City as Bail Laws Shape Gubernatorial Race” was posted at breitbart.com on
April 7, 2022.
An article by Matt McNulty titled “Dramatic Moment [when] NYC Shoplifting Gang Who Stole $70,000 of Designer Clothes and Bags From SoHo
Store Ram NYPD Car—Before Cops Bash Windows and Arrest Them” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 8, 2022.
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Comments about January 6 Capitol riot
An article by Tim Meads titled “Judge Acquits January 6 Defendant:
‘Reasonably Believed’ Capitol Police Let Him in Building” was posted at
dailywire.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Deroy Murdock titled “[Alleged] ‘Insurrectionist’ Trump Approved National Guard Troops for D.C. on Jan. 6; Dems Said No” was posted
at townhall.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Gabe Kaminsky titled “January 6 Protester Who Avoided Jail
Says She Racked Up Legal Fees Nearly Equal to Yearly Income” was posted
at dailywire.com on April 8, 2022.
Comments about investigation by John Durham
Looking back to February 2022, an article by Jonathan Turley titled “Durham
Probe Proves Some Media Would Rather Ignore a Major Story Than Expose
Their Role in Covering It Up” was posted at foxnews.com on Feb. 16, 2022.
An article titled “More Evidence Bolsters Durham’s Case Against DemocraticLinked Lawyer [Michael Sussman]” was posted at nytimes.com on April 5, 2022.
An article by Margot Cleveland titled “Will the Court Allow Special Counsel
John Durham to See Clinton Campaign Documents?” was posted at
thefederalist.com on April 7, 2022.
Comments about school boards
An article by Jeremiah Poff titled “Largest Teachers Union Spent Twice as
Much on Politics as on Member Needs” was posted at washingtonexaminer.
com on April 7, 2022.
Comments about transgenders
An article by Ben Zeisloft titled “Biden Invokes God to Explain Why Parents
Should ‘Affirm’ Trans Identity [Quoting Genesis 1:27 About God Created Man
in His Own Image—Without Reading the Part About Male and Female]” was
posted at dailywire.com on April 2, 2022.
An article by Harriet Alexander titled “Palm Springs’ [California] Woke Council
Votes in Pilot Scheme to Pay 20 Transgender Residents Up to $900-a-Month for
Two Years in Universal Basic Income Test—But Even City’s Trans Mayor Thinks
It’s a Waste of Money” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 5, 2022.
An article by Alyssa Guzman titled “South Carolina Set to Ban Biological
Males From Competing in Women’s Sports and Will Require Trans Athletes
to Enter Events as the Gender on Their Birth Certificate” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
“Grooming” youth about gender and orientation
Looking back to March, an article by DeClan Leary titled “Florida’s AntiGrooming Bill [Grooming Is Building an Emotional Relationship of Trust With
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a Child to Manipulate or Exploit Them]” was posted at theamericanconservative.
com on March 12, 2022.
Looking back to March 2022, an article by Jarryd Jaeger titled “ ‘Daily Wire’
[News Outlet] Launches Kids Programming to Rival Disney” was posted at
thepostmillennial.com on March 30, 2022.
An article by J. Robert Smith titled “Why Sexualize Kids If Sexuality Is
Inborn?” was posted at americanthinker.com on April 5, 2022.
An article by Kylee Zempel titled “Weirdos Who Want to Sexualize Your
Children Should Absolutely Be Stigmatized As Groomers” was posted at
thefederalist.com on April 7, 2022.
Pushing the agenda
An article by Bonnie Chernin titled “Schools Have Swapped Prayer for Sex
Indoctrination; But the Tide May Be Turning” was posted at cnsnews.com on
April 7, 2022.
An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “New Jersey Model Curriculum: ‘Gender Identity’
Lessons for 1st and 2nd Graders” was posted at breitbart.com on April 8, 2022.
Keeping information from parents
An article by Ashe Schow titled “School Nurse Suspended After Revealing
Child on Puberty Blockers, Others Identifying As Non-Binary Without Parents’
Knowledge” was posted at dailywire.com on April 2, 2022.
Disney resists Florida anti-grooming bill
An article by David Ng titled “Mouse House Hypocrisy: Disney Blasted for
Opposing Florida Parental Rights Law While Expanding Into Anti-Gay Countries” was posted at breitbart.com on April 2, 2022.
An article by Gina Martinez titled “Disney Boycott: Furious Families Are
Swearing Off the Entertainment Conglomerate as They Accuse It of
‘Surrendering to the Woke Mob’ and ‘Indoctrinating Their Children’ ” was
posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 2, 2022.
A video and an article by Paul Bios titled “Watch: Disney CEO Bob Chapek
Issues Groveling Apology to Company LGBTQ Activists” were posted at
breitbart.com on April 8, 2022.
States imitating Florida anti-grooming law
An article by David Ng titled “[Texas] Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick to Disney: I Will
Make a Version of Florida’s Parental Rights in Education Law a ‘Top Priority’
for Texas” was posted at breitbart.com on April 5, 2022.
An article by Keith Griffith titled “Ohio Moves to Copy Florida’s ‘Don’t Say Gay’
Law That Bans Teaching Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity to Kids in Kindergarten Through Third Grade” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
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Comments about racism and white supremacy
An article by Ashe Schow titled “Catholic University [Carlow University] Speaker
[Miguel De La Torre] Urges Attendees to ‘Crucify Whiteness’ And ‘Ethically Lie’ to
Right History’s Wrongs” was posted at dailywire.com on April 2, 2022.
An article by Gina Martinez titled “Top NYC Health Official [Dr. Michelle
Morse] Sparks Outrage After She Refers to White as ‘Birthing People’ but Calls
Pregnant Blacks and Hispanics ‘Mothers’ in Tweet” was posted at dailymail.
co.uk on April 2, 2022.
An article by Alana Mastrangelo titled “Appeals Court Upholds Huge
Verdict: Woke Oberlin College Must Pay $31 Million to Bakery It Smeared as
Racist” was posted at breitbart.com on April 3, 2022.
An article by Andrea Cavallier titled “MSNBC Host Tiffany Cross Says It’s ‘Utterly
Ridiculous to Center’ the Discussion About Will Smith Slapping Chris Rock Around
the ‘Opinions of White Folks’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 4, 2022.
An article by Lillian Gissen titled “New Yorker Accuses Target [Department
Store] of Racism After Discovering a Store Had Locked Up Darker Shades of
Makeup in Security Boxes—While the Lighter Shades Were Left Totally Unprotected” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
An article by John Rigolizzo titled “Chicago-Area Church Puts a Woke Spin
on Celebration of Lent, Says It Is ‘Fasting From Whiteness’ ” was posted at
dailywire.com on April 6, 2022.
Comments about 1619 Project Author
An article by Virginia Kruta titled “ ‘What Evidence Do You Have?’: Chris
Wallace Throws Down [In a Heated Debate] With Nikole Hannah-Jones on
CNN+” was posted at dailywire.com on April 7, 2022.
Comments about Marxist BLM corporation
Looking back to June 2020, an article by Mark Moore titled “BLM Leader
[Hawk Newsome]: If Change Doesn’t Happen, Then ‘We Will Burn Down This
System’ ” was posted at nypost.com on June 25, 2020.
An article by Alex Hammer titled “Black Lives Matter Secretly Used $6 Million
in Donations to Buy Luxurious 6,500-Square Foot Mansion With Six Bedrooms
and Parking for 20 Cars in Southern California in 2020 Where Leaders Have
Filmed YouTube Videos” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 4, 2022.
An article by James Gordon titled “Kenosha [Wisconsin] Elects GOP Executive
for First Time Ever in Wake of 2020 BLM Riots That Caused $50 Million Damage
and Left City Looking ‘Like a War Zone’ as Conservatives Claim It’s Early Sign
of Mid-Terms ‘Red Wave’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
An article titled “Texas Man Who Fired 13 Rounds [at a Minneapolis Police Station]
During George Floyd Protest Sentenced” was posted at yahoo.com on April 6, 2022.
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An article by Harriet Alexander titled “Why Did BLM Buy LA Mansion for $5.8
Million From Developer Friend Who Paid $3.1 Million for It Just Six Days Earlier?
Transaction ‘Raises Serious Questions’—but Founder Patrisse Cullors Says
Criticism Is ‘Racist and Sexist’ ” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 7, 2022.
Comments about police misconduct
An article by Alexandra Jane titled “After a Wrongful Conviction, One Black
Man Is Suing Everyone Involved in His 8-Year Incarceration” was posted at
theroot.com on April 2, 2022.
An article by Alyssa Guzman titled “Minnesota Cop Will Not Be Charged for
Shooting Black Man Amir Locke Dead During No-Knock Warrant as SWAT
Team Searched for His Cousin Wanted on Murder Charges” was posted at
dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
Comments about Anthony Fauci
An article by Hannah Bleau titled “Rand Paul: ‘Once Upon a Time Anthony
Fauci Could Tell the Truth’ About Natural Immunity” was posted at breitbart.
com on April 1, 2022.
New variant
An article by Mansur Shaheen titled “ ‘There Is a Covid Surge Under Way,
No Question About It’: Former FDA Chief Says Cases Are Rising Across
America, but the Country Will Not See a Spike in Hospitalizations: Daily
Infections Fell 8% and Deaths Are Down 13% Over the Past Week” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 8, 2022.
Pandemic regulations had negative consequences
An press release titled “Mental Health, Suicidality, and Connectedness
Among High School Students During the Covid-19 Pandemic—Adolescent
Behaviors and Experiences Survey, United States, January-June 2021” was
posted at cdc.gov on April 1, 2022.
Vaccines—follow the money
An article by Natalie Winters titled “Fauci’s Covid-Origins Allies, the EcoHealth Alliance, Boosted Investment Income by 350% Since Pre-Pandemic”
was posted at thenationalpulse.com on March 28, 2022.
Comments about vaccine mandates
An article by Associated Press titled “Federal Employee Vaccine Mandate Is Reinstated by New Orleans Appeals Court: Says Biden Has Same Authority as a CEO
to Require Employees to Get Jabbed” was posted at govexec.com on April 7, 2022.
Comments about vaccines
Looking back to March 2022, an article by Hilary Brueck titled “A Doctor
Leading a Trial of Moderna’s Covid Vaccine for Young Kids Shares the 3 Most
Common Side Effects He’s Seeing, and They’re Less Severe Than the Ones
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Seen in Adults [Fatigue, Elevated Temperature and Irritability]” was posted at
businessinsider.com on March 31, 2022.
An article by Chris Pandolfo titled “FDA Suggests Future of Covid-19 Vaccination May Look Like a More Frequent Flu Shot” was posted at theblaze.
com on April 5, 2022.
Comments about masks in schools
An article by Harriet Alexander titled “NYC’s Maskless Mayor Attends Hamilton on Broadway—While Making Kids Under-Five Wear Masks in Parks: Eric
Adams Is Forcing Children Who Are Not a Threat From Covid to Wear Face
Coverings at Nature Programs” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 6, 2022.
Comments about masks at colleges
An article by Alicia Abelson titled “Johns Hopkin, Georgetown Universities Reinstate Covid-19 Measures, Mask Mandates” was posted at wtop.com on April 7, 2022.
Media—Journalism Competition and Preservation Act (JCPA)
An article by Allum Bokhari titled “Big Media Lobbyists Try to Save JCPA
With Sham Amendment” was posted at breitbart.com on April 7, 2022.
Looking back to March 2021, an article by Allum Bokhari titled “Establishment Media to Congress: Give Us a Handout to Stop ‘Misinformation’ ” was
posted at breitbart.com on March 12, 2021.
Looking back to March 2021, an article by Allum Bokhari titled “Hearing on
Establishment Media Cartel Act Only Deepens Concerns” was posted at breitbart.
com on March 15, 2021.
Looking back to January 2022, an article by Allum Bokhari titled “Jim Jordan Slams Senate Democrat Attempts to Revive Media Cartel Act” was posted at breitbart.com on Jan. 29, 2022.
Looking back to February 2022, an article by Allum Bokhari titled “Senate
Dems Push Media Cartel Bill on Same Day as CNN’s Zucker Scandal” was
posted at breitbart.com on Feb. 2, 2022.
Looking back to February 2022, an article by Allum Bokhari titled “Politico
Attacks Breitbart for Not Joining Media Cartel Bandwagon” was posted at breitbart.
com on Feb. 3, 2022.
Looking back to February 2022, an article by Allum Bokhari titled “Former
Antitrust Enforcer [Dr. Daniel Francis]: ‘Nothing This Country Needs Less’ Than
Media Cartel” was posted at breitbart.com on Feb. 4, 2022.
Looking back to February 2022, an article by Allum Bokhari titled “Media Research Center’s Dan Gainor: JCPA Benefits Same Media Giants Destroying Local News” was posted at breitbart.com on Feb. 4, 2022.
Other comments about the media
An article by Wendell Husebo titled “Hillary Clinton Campaign, DNC Fined
$113,000 for Falsifying ‘Steele Dossier’ Expense” was posted at breitbart.com
on March 31, 2022.
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An article by Joel B. Pollak titled “[NBC’s] Chuck Todd Fails to Ask Hillary
Clinton About FEC Fine for Steele ‘Dossier’ ” was posted at breitbart.com on
April 3, 2022.
An article by Charles Gaspanino titled “Dismal ‘Plus’ Sign: Is CNN’s New
Streaming Service in Peril?” was posted at nypost.com on April 2, 2022.
An article by Virginia Kruta titled “ ‘Americans Just Don’t Buy’ That: CNN
Anchor [Abby Phillip] Blasts Biden for Blaming Gas Prices on Russia” was
posted at dailywire.com on April 3, 2022.
An article by Virginia Kruta titled “MSNBC Host [Joy Reid]: If Republicans
Get Their Way, America Is on the Road to ‘Fascism Mixed With Talibanism’ ”
was posted at dailywire.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Trent Baker titled “Tim Scott on Opposition to KBJ
Confirmation: ‘Joy Reid Is Saying a Black Man Cannot Think for Himself’ ” was
posted at breitbart.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Ann Coulter titled “Media Go Wild for Child-Porn Offender
Friendly Judge” was posted at breitbart.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Virginia Kruta titled “[Fox News Peter] Doocy Asks Psaki Why
Justice Jackson Event Shouldn’t Be Called a ‘Super-Spreader’ ” was posted at
dailywire.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Staff titled “Joe Concha Rips Brian Stelter’s Non-Answer to
College Freshman: ‘Who Can Defend the Indefensible’?” was posted at foxnews.
com on April 8, 2022.
Democrats worried about Kamala Harris
An article by Brian Flood titled “ABC, NBC, CBS Ignore Mass Exodus of
Kamala Harris Staffers: ‘They Don’t Seem to Care’ ” was posted at foxnews.
com on April 6, 2022.
Biden’s mental capacity
An article by Kevin Tober titled “Biden Says Michelle Obama Was Vice
President During Speech” was posted at dailycaller.com on April 2, 2022.
Biden and Harris supporters and detractors
An article by Timothy Nerozzi and Hillary Vaughn titled “AOC: Biden’s Bad Polls
Due to ‘Young People Who Have Not Really Been Served [Including Her Push for
Biden to Cancel Student Loans]” was posted at foxbusiness.com on April 1, 2022.
An article by Ben Zeisloft titled “Maxine Waters Yells at Homeless People
to ‘Go Home’ ” was posted at dailywire.com on April 1, 2022.
An article by Citizens United titled “Revealed: New Doc Shows How an
Obama-Tied Dark Money Group Used Zuckerberg’s Cash to Swing Election”
was posted at breitbart.com on April 5, 2022.
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An article by J.P. Knowles titled “Former President [Obama] Visits White House
Completely Overshadowing Biden” was posted at dfctoday.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Nicholas Ballasy titled “Moderate Dems Warn Emerging Iran
Nuke Deal Is ‘Unacceptable and Deeply Troubling’ and ‘Insanity’ ” was posted at justthenews.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Katelyn Caralle titled “Secret Services Agents Assigned to Biden
and Kamala’s Residence Are ‘Under Investigation’ After ‘Fake’ Homeland Agents
(Including One With ‘Pakistani Intelligence Ties’) Showered Top Government
Staffers With Gifts” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 8, 2022.
An article by Morgan Phillips titled “Nancy Pelosi ‘Blamed’ Progressives
AOC and Pramila Jayapal for ‘Vying to Be Queen Bee’ and Claims Democrats
Have Alienated Hispanic and Asian American by Talking About Socialism and
Abortion” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 8, 2022.
Comments about conservatives
An article by Bob Ryan titled “When Did the Parties Switch on Civil Rights?”
was posted at americanthinker.com on April 2, 2022.
An article by Wendell Husebo titled “Mitch McConnell Donates to Liz
Cheney [No Longer Recognized as a Republican, Because of Her Battle With
Donald Trump]” was posted at breitbart.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Eric Garcia titled “[Mitch] McConnell Explains Why He Would
Back Trump in 2024 If He’s the Nominee” was posted at independent.co.uk
on April 8, 2022.
Trump supporters and detractors
An article by Samuel Benson titled “Trump Says Secret Service Blocked Him From
Joining Jan. 6 March to the Capitol” was posted at politico.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Philip Bump titled “Why It Matters That Trump Wishes He Had
Marched to the Capitol” was posted at washingtonpost.com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Nikki Schwab titled “FBI Steps In to Investigate How Trump
Took 15 Boxes of Official Documents—Including ‘Top Secret’ Files—From the
White House to Mar-a-Lago When He Left Office” was posted at dailymail.
co.uk on April 8, 2022.
General interest
An article titled “This Bride Charged Each Guest $75 for Their Dinner Plate
at Her Wedding, and People Are Saying It’s Actually Becoming a Common
Thing” was posted at buzzfeed.com on April 3, 2022.
An article by Mansur Shaheen titled “U.S. Considers Vaccinating Chickens
to Protect From Devastating Bird Flu Outbreak That Has Caused 22 Million
Poultry Deaths in America” was posted at dailymail.co.uk on April 4, 2022.
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An article by Lydia Armstrong titled “The World’s Skinniest Skyscraper
[Located in Manhattan] Is Ready for Its First Residents” was posted at
cnn.com on April 6, 2022.
An article by Siobhan McAndrew titled “At a Fernley Diner, Cupcakes Went
for As Much As $100 to Help Family of Naomi Irion” was posted at usatoday.
com on April 7, 2022.
An article by Chris Melore titled “American Breaking Point: 1 in 4 Workers
Have Quit Their Job Over Mental Health” was posted at studyfinds.org on
April 8, 2022.
An article by Melody Petersen titled “The Plan to Release Genetically Engineered Mosquitoes in California” was posted at latimes.com on April 8, 2022.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Isaiah 55:6-11—“Seek you the LORD while He may be found, call upon Him
while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his
thoughts; let him return to the LORD, and He will have mercy on him; and to
our God, for He will abundantly pardon. ‘For My thoughts are not you thoughts,
nor are your ways My ways,’ says the LORD. For as the heavens are higher than
the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My thoughts than your
thoughts. For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, and do not
return there, but water the earth, and make it bring forth and bud, that it may
give seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall My word be that goes
forth from My mouth; it shall not return to Me void, but it shall accomplish what
I please, and it shall prosper in the thing for which I sent it.”

